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St Aloysius Degree College observed the Partition Horrors Remembrance day on 14th August 

2022 with an objective to remind ourselves of the pain and suffering faced by the people of India 

during the partition. Tarun of second year BA also gave a speech on the brief history of partition 

of India and the loss of lives that took place thereafter.  

The partition of India was a story of unprecedented human displacement and forced migration. It 

was a story in which millions sought new homes in environments that were foreign and resistive. 

The partition of India was not only a story of a violent divide based on faith and religion but it is 

also a story of how a way of life, a culture and long period of co-existence came to a disruptive 

end suddenly. 

While around 6 million non-Muslims moved out from erstwhile West Pakistan, another 6.5 

million Muslims escaped from the Indian parts of Punjab and Delhi primarily, into West 

Pakistan. Additionally, in the east about 2 million non-Muslims moved out of East Bengal 

(Pakistan). Later in 1950 another 2 million non-Muslims moved into West (India) Bengal. It is 

estimated that about one million Muslims had moved out of West Bengal. 

Overall, approximately around 500,000 people lost their lives during the partion of India.  

An exhibition from 12 August  to 1 Sept 2022 with several photos was also displayed in the 

college for students to learn more about the history of partition of India, the demarcation of 

border between India and Pakistan and the massive human displacement that took place resulting 

in several thousand people becoming refugees. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

On 5th September 2023 was marked as the international democracy day. This was given 

importance as reading the preamble of the constitution and sensitizing among the citizens. 



 

 

 

 


